
CEREMONIES
WITH LISA

Custom ceremonies with heart and soul

WEDDING READINGS, QUOTES, POEMS, ETC…

If you want ideas for readings for your ceremony, below are a whole lotta them!
Many of these have been used in the weddings I’ve officiated, and some I’ve just
gathered along the way while looking for readings for couples.

In deciding on what reading(s) you want in your ceremony (if you want any), first
look to any obvious readings or poems or songs or movies or books that have
touched your heart and stirred you in a deep way – that represent who the two
of you are – that’s where some of the most personal reading choices can come
from.

This list is also a great resource. And in addition, you can google for readings
and quotes and find all sorts of good stuff.

You can also do creative things like quote each other, or if you’ve always loved a
particular friend or parent or mentor’s take on love and relationships, you can
interview that person and quote them.

Have fun and let me know if you get stuck and need more help finding
reading(s) that fit you!

“If Life is a Question Mark” by Tyler Knott Gregson

What if all we have ever wanted isn’t hiding in some secret and far away dream
but inside of us now as we breathe one another and find home in the way our
arms always seem to fit perfectly around the spaces between us?

What if we are the answer and love is the question? What if all this time it was us
you were supposed to find? I am filled with wonderings and questions and doubt
but of one thing I am certain: it will always be you that gives flight to the
butterflies inside me, calm to the sea I have become and hope to the darkness
all around us. It is you and it has always been you…

You that soothes and excites and spreads joy like rainfall on the already damp
earth; You that pulled me from the longest sleep and kissed my tired eyelids
awake. If life were a question mark, then you my love are the proud and bold
period that is typed with certainty.



From “Captain Correlli’s Mandolin” by Louis de Bernieres

Love is a temporary madness, it erupts like volcanoes and then subsides.
And when it subsides you have to make a decision.
You have to work out whether your root was so entwined together that it is
Inconceivable that you should ever part.
Because this is what love is.
Love is not breathlessness, it is not excitement,
It is not the promulgation of promises of eternal passion.
That is just being in love, which any fool can do.
Love itself is what is left over when being in love has burned away,
And this is both an art and a fortunate accident…
To have roots that grow towards each other underground,
So that when all the pretty blossoms have fallen from your branches,
You find that you are one tree and not two.

From “The Alchemist” by Paulo Coehlo
“W �e � �a �r �e � �t�r �a �v�e �l �e �r �s� �o �n� �a � �c �o �s�m�i �c � �j �o �u�r �n�e �y �, � �s�t�a �r �d �u�s�t�, � �s�w�i �r �l �i �n�g� �a �n�d � �d �a �n�c �i �n�g� �i �n� �t�h�e �
�e �d �d �i �e �s� �a �n�d � �w�h�i �r �l �p �o �o �l �s� �o �f� �i �n�f�i �n�i �t�y �. � �L �i �f�e � �i �s� �e �t�e �r �n�a �l �. � �W �e � �h�a �v�e � �s�t�o �p �p �e �d � �f�o �r � �a � �m�o �m�e �n�t�
�t�o � �e �n�c �o �u�n�t�e �r � �e �a �c �h� �o �t�h�e �r �, � �t�o � �m�e �e �t�, � �t�o � �l �o �v�e �, � �t�o � �s�h�a �r �e �. � �T �h�i �s� �i �s� �a � �p �r �e �c �i �o �u�s� �m�o �m�e �n�t�. �
�I �t� �i �s� �a � �l �i �t�t�l �e � �p �a �r �e �n�t�h�e �s�i �s� �i �n� �e �t�e �r �n�i �t�y �.” ��

“Love” by Roy Croft
I love you
Not only for what you are,
But for what I am
When I am with you.

I love you,
Not only for what
You have made of yourself,
But for what
You are making of me.

I love you
For the part of me
That you bring out;

I love you
For putting your hand
Into my heaped-up heart
And passing over

All the foolish, weak things
That you can’t help but
Dimly see there,



And for drawing out
Into the light
All the beautiful belongings
That no one else had looked
Quite far enough to find.

I love you because you
Are helping me to make
Of the lumber of my life
Not a tavern
But a temple.

Out of the works
Of my every day
Not a reproach
But a song.

I love you
Because you have done
More than any creed
Could have done
To make me good.
And more than any fate
Could have done
To make me happy (con’td…)

You have done it
Without a touch,
Without a word,
Without a sign.
You have done it

By being yourself.
Perhaps that is what
Being a friend means,
After all.

“On Marriage” from the The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran
You were born together, and together you shall be forevermore.
You shall be together when the white wings of death scatter your days.
Ay, you shall be together even in the silent memory of God.
But let there be spaces in your togetherness,
And let the winds of the heavens dance between you.

Love one another, but make not a bond of love:
Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls.
Fill each other's cup but drink not from one cup.
Give one another of your bread but eat not from the same loaf



Sing and dance together and be joyous, but let each one of you be alone,
Even as the strings of a lute are alone though they quiver with the same music.

Give your hearts, but not into each other's keeping.
For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts.
And stand together yet not too near together:
For the pillars of the temple stand apart,
And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other's shadow.

Poem by Carl Sandburg

“I love you for what you are, but I love you yet more for what you are going to
be. I love you not so much for your realities as for your ideals. I pray for your
desires that they may be great, rather than for your satisfactions, which may be
so hazardously little. A satisfied flower is one whose petals are about to fall. The
most beautiful rose is one hardly more than a bud wherein the pangs and
ecstasies of desires are working for larger and finer growth. Not always shall
you be what you are now. You are going forward toward something great. I am
on the way with you and therefore I love you.”

Words excerpted from Carl Sagan…
“The size and age of the Cosmos are beyond ordinary human understanding.
Lost somewhere between immensity and eternity is our tiny planetary home. Our
little planet floats like a mote of dust in the morning sky. All that you see, all
that we can see, exploded out of a star billions of years ago, and the particles
slowly arrangedthemselves into living things, including all of us. We are made of
star stuff. We are the mechanism by which the universe can comprehend itself.
The world is so exquisite with so much love and moral depth. We should remain
grateful every day for the brief but magnificent opportunity that life provides.
The sum of all our evolution, our thinking and our accomplishments is love. A
marriage makes two fractional lives a whole. It gives to two questioning natures
a renewed reason for living. It brings a new gladness to the sunshine, a new
fragrance to the flowers, a new beauty to the earth, a new mystery to life.”

“I Carry Your Heart with Me” – e.e. cummings
I carry your heart with me (I carry it in my heart).
I am never without it.
(Anywhere I go you go, my dear,
And whatever done by only me is your doing, my darling)
I fear no fate (for you are my fate, my sweet).
I want no world (for beautiful you are my world, my true).
And it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant,
And whatever a sun will always sing is you.



Here is the deepest secret nobody knows...
(Here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
And the sky of the sky of a tree called life which grows higher than soul can
hope or mind can hide).
And this is the wonder that’s keeping the stars apart.
I carry your heart with me (I carry it in my heart).

“The Beginning to End” – Robert Fulghum
“You have known each other from the first glance of acquaintance to this point
of commitment. At some point, you decided to marry. From that moment of yes
to this moment of yes, indeed, you have been making promises and agreements
in an informal way. All those conversations that were held riding in a car or over
a meal or during long walks — all those sentences that began with "When we're
married" and continued with "I will and you will and we will"- those late night
talks that included "someday" and "somehow" and "maybe"- and all those
promises that are unspoken matters of the heart. All these common things, and
more, are the real process of a wedding. The symbolic exchange that you are
about to make is a way of saying to one another, " You know all those things
we've promised and hoped and dreamed- well, I meant it all, every word." Look
at one another and remember this moment in time. Before this moment you
have been many things to one another- acquaintance, friend, companion, lover,
and even teacher, for you have learned much from one another in these last few
years. Now you shall say a few words that take you across a threshold of life,
and things will never quite be the same between you. For after this, you shall
say to the world, “this- is my husband,” and  “this- is my wife.””

Corinthians 13: 4-7, New International Version

Now we’ll hear two additional readings that speak to the kind of love that Jess &
Riley share. Joan Johnson, Grandmother of our Groom, will share the first
reading from First Corinthians, Chapter 13, verses 4 through 7… (Joan takes her
place to read)

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud.
It does not dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it
keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the
truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres.

Matthew 19: 4-6, New King James Version

David McNulty, Godfather of our Bride, will now share a reading from Matthew,
Chapter 19, verses 4 through 6… (David takes his place to read)



And He answered and said to them, “Have you not read that He who made them
at the beginning made them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man
shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall
become one flesh?’ So then, they are no longer two but one flesh. Therefore
what God has joined together, let not man separate.”

“I love you because you understand, dear
Every little thing I do.
You’re always there to lend a helping hand, dear
But most of all I love you ‘cause you’re you.” – Johnny Cash

From “The Passion” by Jeanette Winterson
“I think now that being free is not being powerful or rich or well-regarded or
without obligation, but being able to love. To love someone else enough to
forget about yourself even for one moment is to be free.”

“Love keeps her in the air when she ought to fall down.”
- From the sci-fi television series “Firefly”

To Love Is Not To Possess - James Kavanaugh
To love is not to possess,
To own or imprison,
Nor to lose one's self in another.
Love is to join and separate,
To walk alone and together,
To find a laughing freedom
That lonely isolation does not permit.
It is finally to be able
To be who we really are
No longer clinging in childish dependency
Nor docilely living separate lives in silence,
It is to be perfectly one's self
And perfectly joined in permanent commitment
To another--and to one's inner self.
Love only endures when it moves like waves,
Receding and returning gently or passionately,
Or moving lovingly like the tide
In the moon's own predictable harmony,
Because finally, despite a child's scars
Or an adult's deepest wounds,
They are openly free to be
Who they really are--and always secretly were,
In the very core of their being
Where true and lasting love can alone abide.



"We need a witness to our lives. There's a billion people on the planet… I mean,
what does any one life really mean? But in a marriage, you're promising to care
about everything. The good things, the bad things, the terrible things, the
mundane things… all of it, all of the time, every day. You're saying 'Your life will
not go unnoticed because I will notice it. Your life will not go un-witnessed
because I will be your witness.'”
-From the movie “Shall we Dance?”

From “The Velveteen Rabbit” by Margery Williams

‘What is REAL?’ asked the Rabbit one day, when they were lying side by side near
the nursery fender, before Nana came to tidy the room. ‘Does it mean having
things that buzz inside you and a stick-out handle?’ ‘Real isn’t how you are
made,’ said the Skin Horse. ‘It’s a thing that happens to you. When someone
loves you for a long, long time, not just to play with, buy REALLY loves you, then
you become Real.’ ‘Does it hurt? Asked the Rabbit. ‘Sometimes,’ said the Skin
Horse, for he was always truthful. ‘When you are Real you don’t mind being
hurt.’ ‘Does it happen all at once, like being wound up,’ he asked, ‘or bit by
bit?’  It doesn’t happen all at once,’ said the Skin Horse. ‘You become. It takes a
long time. That’s why it doesn’t happen often to people who break easily, or
have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept. Generally, by the time you
are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes drop out and you
get loose in your joints and very shabby. But these things don’t matter at all,
because once you are Real you can’t be ugly, except to people who don’t
understand… and once you are Real you can’t become unreal again. It lasts for
always.’

“A soul mate is someone who has locks that fit our keys, and keys to fit our
locks. When we feel safe enough to open the locks, our truest selves step out
and we can be completely and honestly who we are; we can be loved for who we
are and not for who we’re pretending to be. Each unveils the best part of the
other. No matter what else goes wrong around us, with that one person we’re
safe in our own paradise. Our soul mate is someone who shares our deepest
longings, our sense of direction. When we’re two balloons, and together our
direction is up, chances are we’ve found the right person. Our soul mate is the
one who makes life come to life.”
- From The Bridge Across Forever by Richard Bach

The Invitation - Oriah Mountain Dreamer
"It doesn't interest me what you do for a living. I want to know what you ache for
and if you dare to dream of meeting your heart's longing.



It doesn't interest me how old you are. I want to know if you will risk looking like
a fool for love, for your dream, for the adventure of being alive.

It doesn't interest me what planets are squaring your moon. I want to know if
you have touched the centre of your own sorrow, if you have been opened by
life's betrayals or have become shrivelled and closed from fear of further pain.

I want to know if you can sit with pain, mine or your own, without moving to
hide it, or fade it, or fix it.

I want to know if you can be with joy, mine or your own; if you can dance with
wildness and let the ecstasy fill you to the tips of your fingers and toes without
cautioning us to be careful, be realistic, remember the limitations of being
human.

It doesn't interest me if the story you are telling me is true. I want to know if you
can disappoint another to be true to yourself. If you can bear the accusation of
betrayal and not betray your own soul. If you can be faithless and therefore
trustworthy.

I want to know if you can see Beauty even when it is not pretty every day. And if
you can source your own life from its presence.

I want to know if you can live with failure, yours and mine, and still stand at the
edge of the lake and shout to the silver of the full moon, 'Yes.'

It doesn't interest me to know where you live or how much money you have. I
want to know if you can get up after the night of grief and despair, weary and
bruised to the bone and do what needs to be done to feed the children.

It doesn't interest me who you know or how you came to be here. I want to know
if you will stand in the centre of the fire with me and not shrink back.

It doesn't interest me where or what or with whom you have studied. I want to
know what sustains you from the inside when all else falls away.

I want to know if you can be alone with yourself and if you truly like the
company you keep in the empty moments."

Irish blessing
May flowers always line your path and sunshine light your day
May song birds serenade you every step along the way.
May a rainbow run beside you in a sky that's always blue,
And may happiness fill your heart each day, your whole life through.



“A soul mate is someone who has locks that fit our keys, and keys to fit our
locks. When we feel safe enough to open the locks, our truest selves step out
and we can be completely and honestly who we are; we can be loved for who we
are and not for who we’re pretending to be. Each unveils the best part of the
other. No matter what else goes wrong around us, with that one person we’re
safe in our own paradise. Our soul mate is someone who shares our deepest
longings, our sense of direction. When we’re two balloons, and together our
direction is up, chances are we’ve found the right person. Our soul mate is the
one who makes life come to life.”
From The Bridge Across Forever by Richard Bach

I like you because
If you find two four-leaf clovers
You give me one
If I find four
I give you two
If we only find three
We keep on looking.
… I like you because if I am mad at you
Then you are mad at me too
It's awful when the other person isn't
They are so nice and hoo-hoo you could
just about punch them in the nose.
… I would go on choosing you
And you would
go on choosing me
Over and over again.
“I Like You” by Sandol Stoddard

Pairs of things that go together.
Pigeons with park
Stars with dark
Sand with sea
and you with me.
… Hats with heads
Pillows with beds
Sky with blue
and me with you.
“Some Things Go Together” by Charlotte Zolotow

The story of a leaf who isn't ready to let go from the tree.
And then, high up on an icy branch, a scarlet flash.
One more leaf holding tight.
"You're here?" called the Little Yellow Leaf.



"I am," said the Little Scarlet Leaf.
"Like me!" said the Little Yellow Leaf.
Neither spoke.
Finally… "Will you?" asked the Little Scarlett Leaf.
"I will!" said the Little Yellow Leaf.
And one, two, three, they let go and soared.
The Little Yellow Leaf by Carin Berger

"All I Ever Really Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten," by Robert
Fulgham
All of what I really need to know about how to live, and what to do, and how to
be, I learned in Kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate school
mountain, but there in the sandbox at nursery school.
These are the things I learned…

Share everything.
Play fair.
Don't hit people.
Put things back where you found them.
Clean up your own mess.
Don't take things that aren't yours.
Say sorry when you hurt somebody.
Wash your hands before you eat.
Flush.
Warm cookies and cold milk are good for you.
Give them to someone who feels sad.
Live a balanced life.
Learn some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance and play
and work every day.
Take a nap every afternoon.
Be aware of wonder.

Remember the little seed in the plastic cup?
The roots go down and the plant goes up and nobody really knows how or why,
but we are all like that.
Everything you need to know is in there somewhere.
And it is still true, no matter how old you are, when you go out into the world, it
is best to hold hands and stick together.

A Lovely Love Story by Edward Munkton
The fierce Dinosaur was trapped inside his cage of ice. Although it was cold he
was happy in there. It was, after all, his cage.

Then along came the Lovely Other Dinosaur. The Lovely Other Dinosaur melted
the Dinosaur's cage with kind words and loving thoughts.  I like this Dinosaur
thought the Lovely Other Dinosaur.  Although he is fierce he is also tender and
he is funny.  He is also quite clever though I will not tell him this for now.  I like



this Lovely Other Dinosaur, thought the Dinosaur. She is beautiful and she is
different and she smells so nice. She is also a free spirit which is a quality I
much admire in a dinosaur.

But he can be so distant and so peculiar at times, thought the Lovely Other
Dinosaur. He is also overly fond of things. Are all Dinosaurs so overly fond of
things? But her mind skips from here to there so quickly thought the Dinosaur.
She is also uncommonly keen on shopping. Are all Lovely Other Dinosaurs so
uncommonly keen on shopping?

I will forgive his peculiarity and his concern for things, thought the Lovely Other
Dinosaur. For they are part of what makes him a richly charactered individual. I
will forgive her skipping mind and her fondness for shopping, thought the
Dinosaur. For she fills our life with beautiful thoughts and wonderful surprises.
Besides, I am not unkeen on shopping either.

Now the Dinosaur and the Lovely Other Dinosaur are old. Look at them.
Together they stand on the hill telling each other stories and feeling the warmth
of the sun on their backs. And that, my friends, is how it is with love. Let us all
be Dinosaurs and Lovely Other Dinosaurs together. For the sun is warm. And the
world is a beautiful place

“People are like cities: We all have alleys and gardens and secret rooftops and
places where daisies sprout between the sidewalk cracks, but most of the time
all we let each other see is is a postcard glimpse of a skyline or a polished
square. Love lets you find those hidden places in another person, even the ones
they didn’t know were there, even the ones they wouldn’t have thought to call
beautiful themselves.”
From the book Wild Awake by Hilary T. Smith

“I have for the first time found what I can truly love - I have found you. You are
my sympathy - my better self - my good angel; I am bound to you with a strong
attachment. I think you good, gifted, lovely: a fervent, a solemn passion is
conceived in my heart; it leans to you, draws you to my center and spring of life,
wraps my existence about you - and, kindling in pure, powerful flame, fuses you
and me in one.”
From Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte

"Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone
deeply gives you courage." - Lao Tzu

Desiderata by Max Ehrmann



"Go placidly amid the noise and haste, and remember what peace there may be
in silence.

As far as possible without surrender be on good terms with all persons.

Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to others, they too have their
story.

Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.

Be yourself.
Especially, do not feign affection.

Neither be critical about love; for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment it
is as perennial as the grass.

Take kindly the counsel of the years, gracefully surrendering the things of
youth.

Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not
distress yourself with imaginings. Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.

Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself.
You are a child of the universe, no less than the trees and the stars; you have a
right to be here. And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is
unfolding as it should.

Whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noisy confusion of life keep peace
with your soul. With all its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a
beautiful world. Strive to be happy."


